
Holiday Homework  ( Maths ) 

VIII 

I   Attempt  the  following questions from the book Excellence In Mathematics            

( Prachi Publications  ): 

              Ex 1.1    Q8, Q9, Q12 and Q13 

              Ex 1.2    Q2,  

              Ex 1.3    Q2 and Q4 

             Ex 1.4    Q2 , Q3  and Q6 

             Ex 5.6    Q 3, Q 4 and Q7 

             Ex5.7     Q5 , Q6,Q15,Q17  and Q19 

 

II       Attempt all type I  and type IV of PSA pg273 of th above mentioned 

book. 

III     Make a chart on following properties of Rational Number as per your roll 

no                                                                                                                          

           Roll no.    1 – 12             Addition Properties 

           Roll no.    13 –24           Subtraction Properties 

           Roll no.    25-36           Multiplication Properties 

Roll no.    37 onwards     Division Properties 

IV       Revise  chapters 1 ,2 and 3 of NCERT. 

 

 

Social Science Holidays Homework (2016-2017) 

Class- VIII 

General Instructions :- 

1) Make use of your social science textbook and internet to collect more ideas. 



2) Each of the activities listed below must be supported with well-labelled diagrams, 

pictures, flowcharts etc.  

3) The work should be done neatly and submitted on time.   

4) All the four activities should be complied in a folder at the time of submission. 

5) On the last sheet of the holidays homework, the complete bibliography must be 

written. 

(A) Prepare a write up on any one of the following historical monuments throwing light 

on the Modern Period of Indian History. 

*India Gate                                                                   *Cellular Jail                                        

*Gateway of India                                                       * Diu Fort 

*Victoria Memorial                                           

Collect information under the following headings and paste suitable pictures. (Not 

more than three pictures) 

*History of the monument 

*Significance 

*Design and structure 

*Location 

(B)Write down the Preamble of Constitution Of India on an A4 size sheet in the exact format 

as written in the Constitution of India. 

(C) There are news of frequent earthquakes occurring, the recent being in South America. 

Keeping this natural disaster in mind, suggest a few precautionary measures and 

preparedness. 

(D)Our planet is facing an acute scarcity of water due to indiscriminate and rampant use of 

water resource. In the light of this statement, prepare a brief project on the methods to 

conserve water resource. 

*                *             * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Holidays Homework 

Art & Craft (Class- VIII) 

1. Page Nos. 85, 94 and 95 from Vedanta Creative Stroke 

 

FRENCH 

1. Make a chart of all the three groups of verbs and write their meanings . 

(20 verbs). 

 

General Knowledge 

Class VIII 

Q1. Identify ten reasons that makes you proud of your country. 

Prepare a chart using newspaper or magazine cuttings to portray 

your thoughts. 

Q2. Write an article  in about  200 words on any one of the topics 

based  on the amusing gadgets given below- 

a. LED umbrella 

b. Trev   the car 

Q3. Collect five headlines daily of important news from the 

newspaper from 20 May 16 - 20 June 16 and paste the same in order 

in a scrap book.          

 

CLASS –VIII                   SUBJECT: COMPUTER SCIENCE 
 

Ques.1 Design a database containing two tables on any of the following 

topics: 

a. Library 



b. School 

c. Hospital 

d. Railway 

 

Mention the field names and their respective data types etc. for each table. 

Ques.2  Write  one page report on –“Advantages of Computerized Database 

over Manual System”. 

Ques.3 Create a Poster (A4 size) related to computers. 

Ques.4 Revise the syllabus covered. 

Note :-Do the assignment neatly on sheets and arrange them in a folder 

 



HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK 

CLASS VIII 

SCIENCE 

NOTE- Make a project (Format- spiral bound A4 colored sheets) on the 

following guidelines: 

Q1. Presence of certain metals particles in air and water is known to cause 

pollution and often results in serious health hazards. Mercury, lead are some 

examples. Find out and prepare a report on harmful effects of metal particles 

in the environment. 

Q2. Find out the electricity bill in your house before and after your initiative to 

switch off lights. Motivate others in your family to do the same. Compare 

differences and suggest the ideas to save energy. 

Q3. Most of our energy requirement is met by conventional fuels i.e coal and 

petroleum and natural gas. However scientists are working on developing 

vehicles run on alternate fuels. They are called hybrid vehicles. Collect 

information about the latest innovations and vehicles based on alternate fuels. 

Q4. Collect information from newspaper, magazines and internet about 

earthquake in the last 20 years with regard to- location, intensity and extent of 

damage. 

Q5. Consult your family doctor and write a report on ‘Control and Prevention 

of Communicable Diseases’. Also collect a few pamphlets on prevention, timely 

detection and vaccination of some communicable and non- communicable 

diseases and attach them with your report. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ENGLISH HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 

CLASS VIII 

Q1. Make a poster on any one of the following topics on an A4 sheet and be as creative as you can 

be 

A) Save water                           b) Save girl child          C) Keep the earth green 

Q2. Prepare a chart on tenses.  

Q3.Read the story book in your course and prepare a dialogue conversation between you and your 

best friend, telling him/her the best incidence from the story. 

Q4. Make a book cover, based on any story from your literature reader . Use a colourful sheet and 

be creative. 

Q5. Kindly revise the syllabus of English covered till 10
th

 may. 

Q6. Practice your grammar skills throughout the holidays. You can use the following website- 

www.learnenglish.britishcouncil.org 

 

 

 

  

 



 

 



 


